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It’s a historic moment for the legacy 
of the FS System. Ohio-based Legacy 
Farmers Cooperative becomes the first FS 
member company ever to operate in the 
Buckeye State. 

“We are extremely excited to become 
an FS member,” said Legacy Farmers 
Cooperative CEO Mark Sunderman. “We 
believe this commitment of support 
between Legacy Farmers Cooperative 
and GROWMARK brings our local 
farmers a truly integrated regional co-op 
partner. GROWMARK shares our core 
values, understands the true meaning 
of a co-op, and that success for us all 
is made by bringing value to our local 
farmer-members. GROWMARK has 
proven to us that they are a trusted 
supplier and we are pleased that they 
have that same trust in us.”

“Legacy Farmers Cooperative is a 
tremendous addition to the FS System,” 
said GROWMARK CEO Jim Spradlin. 
“Legacy’s management team and board 
of directors exemplify the leadership and 

integrity prevalent among our  
FS members and GROWMARK is  
quite proud that Legacy will represent  
the FS brand throughout their  
respective territory.”

Legacy Farmers Cooperative was 
formed in 2014, but has roots dating 
back to 1916. They’ve done business 
with GROWMARK since 2001 under 
their predecessor company Blanchard 
Valley Farmers Cooperative. Their 155 
employees operate 11 grain and five 
agronomy locations and also sell liquid 
fuels. The majority of their business is 
done within a 40 mile radius around 
Findlay, Ohio, in the northwest portion 
of the state. Their core values of 
commitment, service, and expertise 
mirror those of other FS companies. They 
foresee a seamless transition integrating 
to an FS member.  

“I’d like to think that what Legacy has 
done for years is what FS companies 
are doing in other regions,” said Legacy 
Farmers Cooperative Board Chairman 

Andy Jones. “It really gives us a good 
feeling of someone that is truly in our 
corner to help us continue to thrive  
in our area and create a win-win-win  
for GROWMARK, Legacy, and our  
local members.”

Legacy has been a pioneer in Ohio for 
nutrient stewardship practices. They 
work with farmers on the 4R approach 
and utilize ag technologies to protect 
water quality, with the Lake Erie 
watershed nearby. They also have close 
relationships with various legislators. 

“It’s our duty and the environment is 
important to us. The artwork on our wall 
says ’commitment to stewardship and 
environment.’ That’s one thing we’re 
proud of, that we do what we say,”  
said Sunderman.

Legacy Farmers Cooperative is the first 
new FS supply member company since 
the mid-1990s when the Ontario supply 
companies joined the System.

Matt Wettersten, GROWMARK publications and media relations specialist  mwettersten@growmark.com

A new Legacy for FS

Front row, left to right: Andy Jones (Board Chairman), Mark Sunderman (President/CEO).  Middle row, left to right:  
Directors Mark Bryan, Mike Stacy, Shawn Beucler, Dave Jones, Marvin Tuttle, Mike Tobe (Vice President, Agronomy)   
Back row, left to right: Directors Eric Flowers, Todd Miller, Doug Mangas, Dave Baer, Dave Thomas.
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Custar Agronomy Warehouse 
Supervisor Rob Bonner unloads 
a phosphate truck.

Eric Riegle, transportation specialist, 
drives the semi while Brad Worstine, Mt. 
Blanchard grain associate, loads the truck.

Petroleum Distribution/Sales 
Associate Ed Harmon fuels a tank. 

Headquarters: Findlay, Ohio

Formed: March 1, 2014 via Blanchard Valley  
Farmers Cooperative and Deshler Farmers  
Elevator Company merger. Company roots 
date back to 1916.

19 total locations
11 grain

• Custar
• Deshler
• East Findlay
• Fostoria
• McClure
• McComb
• Mt. Blanchard
• Mt. Cory
• North Findlay
• Shawtown
• West Findlay

5 agronomy
• Arlington
• Arcadia
• Custar
• McComb
• Pandora

2 petroleum
• Findlay (cardtrol, tankwagon, 

equipment, lube)
• Fostoria (cardtrol)

1 turf and pet 
• 1 Findlay Lawn & Pet (retail store, pet, 

feed, turf & ornamental)

Employees: Approximately 155
CEO: Mark Sunderman
Board Chairman: Andy Jones
Members: Approximately 2,400

“I remember my surprise and pride when seeing the first FS-branded 
vehicles from our Canadian members,” said GROWMARK Board 
Chairman John Reifsteck. “Our System, our way of doing business,  
and our brand bring great value to the farmers who own us. Expanding 
all of that to a new territory gives us a chance to build and improve,  
as well as validate what we do. A differentiator in the marketplace  
is the loyalty that exists between GROWMARK and its member 
cooperatives. That loyalty is not just symbolic. It brings with it  
efficiency that benefits farmers.”

As an FS member company, Legacy will have access to an abundance 
of additional GROWMARK resources to help them grow and enhance 
their business, from marketing and communications to training and 
development and product division expertise.

“Having some additional back office help and having someone you can 
trust to run ideas up the flag pole will be a great benefit. I look forward 
to opportunities to share ideas about something that may be working 
here or learning of things that other FS members are doing that we 
haven’t tried yet,” said Sunderman.

“Our board is excited for the professional support GROWMARK will 
bring in the way of training. That’s probably something that’s been 
lacking and one thing our board always looks forward to, strategy 
sessions to identify where we are and where want to be,” added Jones.

John Tuttle, GROWMARK region business manager, worked closely to 
bring Legacy into the GROWMARK System as an FS member. “Anytime 
you get to build relationships and do things with other good people, 
it’s exciting,” said Tuttle. “I think it’s important to look at a company 
and not just do it to increase sales. The culture has to be there as well. 
Our System is built on integrity, loyalty, and service to our customers. 
Everything we’ve seen from Legacy is that they fit those core 
principles,” he added.

Tuttle is the leader of GROWMARK’s Eastern Region Task Force, a 
group working to identify companies who may be a good fit for the FS 
System, like Legacy Farmers Cooperative. He hopes this is the start of 
something big for the FS brand in Ohio and beyond.

“I told their board thank you for your step of faith to join the FS 
System. Now, we will show you how we’re going to earn that business 
continually over time,” he said.

For the first time in history an FS flag will be planted in Ohio. It’s one 
small step for the Legacy-GROWMARK relationship and one giant leap 
for FS in Ohio.




